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Presidents Report
Kia ora BEANZ
With much to report on since our last newsletter, I feel I'm likely to miss
something off.
First and last, I would like to acknowledge the people who continually
dedicate their time and expertise to support Biology Teachers in Aotearoa
New Zealand. It is the passion, interest, vision and hard work of so many
people that allow us to do what we do.
With that in mind, our BEANZ executive rotates on a two year cycle and we
have a number of positions becoming available that will be advertised in
due course. Behind these roles are people. People with families, full time
teaching loads and busy lives. These people give over and above and
without this BEANZ would not function to the level it does. I would like to
formally acknowledge Ian Reeves in his long service as a regional
representative for Christchurch, his role on the Executive as a Curriculum
specialist and his most recent role as the Junior Vice President. Ian is
finishing up his role, he will be missed, and we wish him the very best.
While BEANZ conducts succession planning Mike Stone has come on
board to support the regional representatives network.
Behind the scenes work is well underway on delivering a constitution and a
framework of policies that will support BEANZ as we continue to build
capacity. As stated, these are very much behind the scenes, but will
strengthen and protect our people and our organisation.
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Our collaborative NZQA BEANZ Best practice workshop pilots are underway having now hosted workshops in the Hawkes
Bay, Dunedin and Nelson. Thank you to all involved from within the regions in bringing these to life. Feedback that we
have received so far suggests that BEANZ supporting assessment as well as curriculum is beneficial to Biology teachers.
BEANZ is also working on BioLive-ChemEd, if you haven't already, let us know. We are offering a number of scholarships
to help cover transport and registration fees for you to attend. This means that regardless of where you are in New
Zealand we can cover your transport costs as well as your registration fees.
We also want to take the time to remind you that BEANZ is continuing to provide support via its Regional Representatives
Network. Keep an eye out for invitations to join online forums and face to face workshops.
If you or your department would like tailored support let us know. We are here to help.
We work best as an association when we come together to support each other. Continue to share your expertise and to
encourage each other.
Kia kaha, ngā mihi nui
Chantal Hillier
President
Biology Educators of Aotearoa New Zealand
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Your BEANZ Executive
Position

Name

Email

President
NZASE
Representative

Chantal Hillier

chantal.hillier@gmail.com

Senior Vice President

Sharyn
Varcoe

sharyn@oxford.school.nz

Treasurer

Peter Sutton

Peter.Sutton@pcmedia.co.nz

Website Coordinator

Ben Himme

ben.himme@woodford.school.nz

Exam Coordinator

Kenneth Loh

kloh@ormiston.school.nz

Curriculum
Development

Erica Jar

eric.jar@solwaycollege.school.nz

Curriculum
Development

Penny Daddy

daddypenny@ngatawa.school.nz

Regional
Representatives

Mike Stone

mikhal@actrix.co.nz

Tertiary
Representative

Nic Rawlence

nic.rawlence@otago.ac.nz

National Administrator

Allan Smith

admin@beanz.org.nz

Introducing an Executive Member

Erica Jar

Curriculum

I have 13 years of teaching experience and have
found my niche at Solway College. My passion is
ecology and contextual learning using locally
available resources such as our beautiful taonga the
tuna kuwharuwharu. With
the help of students, I am currently restoring a piece
of remnant bush on the Solway College grounds. I'm
looking forward to the release of the new Level 1
biology/chemistry standards so that the BEANZ
Curriculum team can begin our mahi creating
resources that can easily be adapted to the differing
local curriculums of the kura tuarua o Aotearoa New
Zealand.
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BioLiveChemEd Conference 2021
Manaaki whenua,
manaaki tangata,
haere whakamua
Care for the land
Care for the people
Go Forward
The biennial conference of Biology and
Sponsors
Chemistry Educators in New Zealand
th
th
Wed 10 November – Saturday 13 of November

Keynote speakers

Judith Bennet
Prof Allan

Dame

Blackman

Margaret

(AUT)

Brimble

head of the BEST
research program
at University of
York, UK

(University of Auckland)

Conference registration details are:
• Member

rates (NZASE/BEANZ/SCENZ)- Early Bird: $350
Regular: $450
• Non-Member rates- Early Bird: $400 Regular: $500
• Pre-service teachers (Not TeachFirst): $200
• Standard Day Reg: $200
• Saturday 1/2 special Reg: $100
• Exhibitors will be charged a nominal $100 fee (plus cost of
food if required). Exhibitors will arrange for their own
display requirements directly with the AUT Conference
management team.
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Start planning now
and request for PD
funding!
The final date for early bird
registration is 10/09/2021 (Term
3 Week 7) – 2 months prior to
conference.
For further information contact:
biolivechemed2021@gmail.com

BioLiveChemEd Conference 2021
Outline
of Program (Draft)
CONFERENCE WEBSITE: https://chemedbiolive.org/
Note: Registration links won’t be available until week 10

CONFERENCE PROGRAM
Wednesday 10th
4pm. Registration desk opens for conference satchel collection. Trade displays
available.
7pm. Keynote address from Prof Allan Blackman of AUT. Tentative title “The
elements of life (and death)” which will be an entertaining but informative
presentation on the impact of some essential elements on people and the
environment.
8-9pm Canape platters and drinks to allow delegate conversations.
Thur 11th
9am Mihi and official opening followed by first keynote. A NZ scientist (Dame
Margaret Brimble) talking about her research programs and future
directions.
Workshop slots throughout the day concluding at 4pm.
Evening off-site quiz night to be sponsored and organised by SciPad
Fri 12th
9am Start with plenary live video presentation from Judith Bennet who is the head
of the BEST research program at University of York, UK.
Workshop slots throughout the day concluding at 4pm.
Evening Conference dinner and entertainment on site at AUT.
Note: 1-hour slots will be made available exclusively for AGMs / Forum
discussions for both SCENZ and BEANZ on either Thurs or Fri afternoon.
Sat 13th:
9.30am Mātauranga Māori panel discussion with a range of experts, followed by
break out group workshops.
(Any spaces would be made available to local teachers who are unable to
attend the conference weekdays).
12.30pm Formal conclusion of conference.
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We are pleased to announce that BEANZ is offering eight scholarships, each worth $500, for
members to attend BioLive/ChemEd in Auckland. Each scholarship covers basic registration
which includes the conference itself, morning/afternoon teas and lunches as well as the
conference dinner. There are many reasons why you might apply – perhaps you are an early
career teacher or you are returning to teaching after a period of time outside of the industry. It
may be that you have never attended a BioLive conference before or perhaps your school can
only afford to send one staff member but the whole Biology department would like to attend.
Whatever your reason, as long as you are a BEANZ member you are eligible to apply for a
scholarship. Individuals and schools who have not been awarded a scholarship previously will
have precedence.
To apply, please email biologynz@gmail.com with the following details – Your name,
organisation, email address and the reason for applying before Friday 13th August.

Your Regional Representatives
Region

Name

Email Contact

Northland

Lynn Kincla
Susan McLoy
Mike Stone
Chandar Dewan
Heidi Haringa
Barbara McGowan
Anumeet Kaur
Linda Haycock
Al Dixson
Sara Loughnane
Jean Grattan
Holly Wilson
New rep needed
Alice Houkamau
Ben Himme
Melissa Jacobsen
Penny Daddy
Dr Heather Meikle
Emma Kean

lkincla@pukemirokura.school.nz
s.mccloy@abundantlife.school.nz
mikhal@actrix.co.nz
chandard@tangaroa.school.nz
hrg@northcote.school.nz
b.mcgowan@ags.school.nz
kau@pakuranga.school.nz
linda.haycock@greenbayhigh.school.nz
adixson@tearohacollege.school.nz
saral@stpeters.school.nz
jgrattan@otc.school.nz
hwilson@otc.school.nz

Auckland

Waikato
Bay of Plenty
Central North Island
Gisborne
Hawkes Bay
Taranaki
Manawatu-Wanganui
Wellington
Kapiti Coast
/Horowhenua
Wairarapa

alice.houkamau@gghs.school.nz
ben.himme@woodford.school.nz
melissaj@taranakidio.school.nz
daddypenny@ngatawa.school.nz
h.meikle@pnghs.school.nz
emma.kean@wgc.school.nz
jeanette.summers@kc.school.nz

Jeanette Summers
Erica Jar
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erica.jar@solwaycollege.school.nz

Nelson/ Marlborough
West Coast
North Canterbury
South Canterbury
Otago- Dunedin
Central Otago
Southland

Gerd Banke
Johnnie Fraser
Angela Fox

gerd.banke@nayland.school.nz
fe@nelsoncollege.school.nz
fox@swas.ac.nz

(Ian Reeves)
Mattias Wieland
New rep needed
Yvonne Caulfield
Jean Allibone
Jim Gilbert
Heather Petelo

rvi@papanui.school.nz
mattiaswieland@hotmail.com
ymc@lphs.school.nz
jallibone@kavanagh.school.nz
jgilbert@wakatipu.school.nz
heather.petelo@sbhs.school.nz

Maatauranga Workshops Feedback
In Canterbury
This year’s regional workshop was run
as a whole day event at the
International Antarctic Centre on the
29th of March. 26 Biology teachers from
as far away as Kaikoura and the West
Coast first learned about the
educational
offers
from
the
International Antarctic Centre including
new Education Perfect content (Crosscurricular
→
Science
Alive
Mātauranga). We then focused on
learning about how to engage with
Mātauranga Māori and integrate it into
our classrooms. For this process, we
were excellently guided through a
workshop run by Samantha Te
Maiharoa-Sykes and Dianne Robinson
from Mātauraka Mahaanui.

In Nelson
Our Mātauranga Māori hui was held at Nelson
College for boys. It was a whole day event of
hands-on activity, guest speakers and fieldtrips.
Lauren Pugh from Education Perfect joined us via
Zoom
to
introduce
their cross-curricular
Antarctica Alive Mātauranga Māori unit. We also
had Gareth Parry visiting from NMIT. He talked
about his ongoing research on the medicinal
properties of ongaonga. In the afternoon we went
to meet Hamuera Robb who is the Māori curator
at the Nelson Provincial Museum and Mel
McColgan who works for Wai Māori Streamcare.
It was really worthwhile having a chance to
discuss ways to implement Mātauranga Māori into
our teaching and making contact to local people
who will be able to support us with this very
important kaupapa.
Report from Gerd Banke
Regional Representative

Collated resources and readings from
the workshop can be accessed here:
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/fold
ers/19FboXRYxt09NvNgsEYW4mBJlMoHHX68
Report from Mattias Wieland
Regional Representative
Nelson Workshop at Nelson College
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NZ International Biology Olympiad
NZIBO
During the Term 1 break, twenty-four Biology students attended the NZIBO training and selection camp
in Otago. They enjoyed a wonderful programme of learning based at the University of Otago and Orokonui
Ecosanctuary. The students worked with botanists, biochemists, statisticians, marine scientists,
microbiologists, and entomologists in a packed itinerary over 10 days. The tauira visited the Dunedin
Botanic Gardens, Portobello Marine Laboratory, the WD Trotter Anatomy Museum, Orokonui
Ecosanctuary and the wild and beautiful Otago Peninsula, because learning is not just in a lab. As usual,
some of the best learning came from working so closely with students from around the country who share
a love of biology. Lifelong friendships were made that will carry them through into their studies at
university and their careers in the biosciences. This was the first time that the camp had been held in Otago
and for many of our tauira, their first visit to Otago University. We really appreciated the support from all
involved who made this camp so memorable and successful.
To get to the camp, these students had studied
for at least a year in the NZIBO tutorial
programme and competed against over 440
students in 2020. They earned a Silver award to
recognise their outstanding academic ability in
Biology as the learning is at the University
level. NZIBO was really pleased to be able to
run the camp this year after having to cancel in
2020 due to the COVID-19 Level 4 restrictions.
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The NZIBO team for 2021 includes: Sarah Ellis from Diocesan School for Girls in Auckland; Janet Guo
from Hillcrest High School, Hamilton; David Heng from Westlake Boys’ High School; and Cameron
Senior from Rangitoto College. They will compete in the 32nd International Biology Olympiad, but due
to COVID-19 restrictions, they will take part in an international online competition, the IBO Challenge
II, rather than travelling to Portugal.
NZIBO never stops. The first stage in the 2022 programme starts now! Students who are keen to enhance
their learning in Biology, need to register online at https://www.nzibo.org/registration/ by the 5th of
August. They will then sit a two hour written exam at their school, on Wednesday the 25th of August.
This exam focuses on their critical thinking skills as well as their knowledge of Biology.
From this pool of talented Biology students about 200 will be invited into the NZIBO tutorial programme,
which starts in September. On the 2nd March 2022, ākonga will sit a two hour online training and
selection camp exam. At the camp, the NZIBO team to attend the 33rd International Biology Olympiad
from July 10 - 18, 2022 in Yerevan, Armenia, will be selected.
Online registration opens on the 18th June at
https://www.nzibo.org/registration/. Māori students who
are in either the Pūhoro STEM Academy or Te Whare
Wānanga or Whakapiki Ake have free entry into the first
stage of the NZIBO programme. If your school has never
participated in NZIBO, then for the first year, registration
for the first exam is half-price. So that we do not miss out
on your students participating in NZIBO we need your
help. If you are the teacher in charge of NZIBO at your
school, please email: h.meikle@pnghs.school.nz to confirm
your role.
To find out more about the NZIBO programme, please go
to: www.nzibo.org or follow us on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/NZBiologyOlympiad/ We
appreciate all your support for NZIBO and for your
students’ learning in Biology.

NZIBO is proudly supported by:
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Sharing the Mahi
This is the first of what we hope will be
a regular feature – where you share
good things that are happening in your
laboratory and with your students. If it
lights up your students’ eyes, then we
want to know about it. Send your
contribution to admin@beanz.org.nz
This first contribution is from Ange
Fox, South Westland Area School.
Ange is a Regional Representative for
BEANZ

Exploring the Evolution of
Bipedalism
One year my Level 3 Biology students
decided to make a short video that covered
some of the benefits of bipedalism as part
of their learning for Human Evolution (AS
91606). After spending a period debating
what the advantages to bipedal locomotion
were and how they would demonstrate
these, they used their phones to shoot a
series of clips that were later merged
together. The resulting video was then
submitted to me and we critiqued their work
as a group. The combination of good
information, humorous footage, and notso-great information (such as becoming
'more civilised'!) made for a great revision
tool. Since this first video, I regularly have
my students make their own videos
highlighting different aspects of hominin
evolution, using their own bodies and other
props that we refer back to throughout the
unit. They make for fun formative
assessments, revision tools, and give great
opportunities for students to critique their
own work as their understanding improves.

One of Ange’s students reflects on the advantages
of bipedalism as he stretches for the higher fruit.

2021 CSTA Exams
now available
External Practice Exams for Level 1 Science
(Mechanics, Acids & Bases, Genetics) and Level
2 Biology (Cells, Genetic Variation, Gene
Expression) are now available for purchase.
To order, email nzcstaexams@gmail.com or use
this link for further information:
https://sites.google.com/view/csta/cstaexams?authuser=0
Cost is $55 each for Level 1 Science and Level 2
Biology.
Please note that these exams are produced
independently from BEANZ and advertised here
on behalf of the Canterbury Science Teacher
Association (CSTA).

Video link: https://tinyurl.com/avyn8t5u
Permission was granted by these students
to share their work.
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2021

The BEANZ Research Scholarship is available to a practising New Zealand Biology
teacher to conduct research into a relevant and current aspect of Biology of national
benefit to Year 7 – 13 Biology teachers.
The research findings will summarised in a written report and presented at a national level science
educators’ conference. Depending on the research topic chosen, the report may provide material that
can form the basis for the annual BEANZ workshop.
Possible topics:
• Using a range of local Biology contexts/issues to develop meaningful science programmes for Year 7 –
11 Science.
• Teaching biology-focussed socio-scientific issues such as: responding to biosecurity threats e.g. pest
control; gene editing in health care; building a marina; using GMOs.
• How to effectively incorporate digital technology into Biology programmes.
• Improving Biology teaching through culturally responsive teaching practises.
• Or suggest your own topic.
Who may apply?
Any Biology teacher who: • Is a specialist Science teacher of years 7 - 13 experienced in teaching
Biology classes (includes Head of Department and Intermediate teachers).
• Is a registered teacher in a permanent full or part-time position (at least 0.6 FTE), holding a current
Teaching Certificate and employed by the Board of Trustees of a New Zealand school.
• Has taught the New Zealand Curriculum in the Science Learning Area for a minimum of 5 years.
• Will disseminate their research findings and is willing to taking a role in BEANZ, either locally and/ or
nationally, for the following 2 years (2020 – 2021) with support from BEANZ disseminating the findings
from the research.
• Is a New Zealand Citizen, or the holder of a New Zealand Residency permit. • Is a member of BEANZ
(either individually or through their school).
• Current BEANZ exec members may not apply.
The scholarship fund
The Scholarship fund is available as a result of BEANZ receiving Networks of Expertise funding to
enable the association to support and improve Biology teaching practice. The focus is on building
teacher capability at regional and national levels. The scholarship provides up to $15000 (incl GST) for
your school to cover release time taken over a maximum timeframe of one year and up to $2000 to
cover expenses incurred in carrying out the research.
When can the research project start?
The scholarship can be taken up any time from the commencement of Term 1 2022. The report must be
completed by 30 November 2022.
Research findings will be presented in a report and presentation at SciCon 2022 or Biolive/ Chem Ed
2023. Depending on the research topic chosen The report may provide material that can form the basis
for the annual BEANZ workshop.
Application close November 30 2021. Contact the BEANZ National Administrator
(admin@beanz.org.nz ) for an application form
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ATTENTION BIOLOGY
TEACHERS
2021 BEANZ Level 3 Biology
Practice External Exams
Thank you for your support and contribution in helping us to continue producing this
resource, by teachers, for teachers.
The BEANZ NCEA Level 3 Biology Practice External Exams 2021 package includes:
• Assessment Schedules (with suggested grade boundaries)
• Files are sent as WORD documents
• Two versions:
➢ Traditional – The original version of the BEANZ practice exams, rich in
resource, depth, and length of questions. Teachers have the flexibility to focus
on particular questions, sections, and contexts by editing this to suit their
learner.
Each paper in the Traditional version is NOT expected to be done as a whole
one-hour exam.
➢ Lite – A trimmed down version of the Traditional one, which will more closely
reflect the expected length and content of past NZQA Examinations.
Ordering is a 2-stage process:
1. Funds paid into the BEANZ account.
2. Order and Invoice form emailed to biologynz@gmail.com
NB. The exam will be emailed to the person who emails in your order. It will be
attached to a “reply” email. (If that person is your office, finance person or lab
technician, they will receive the exam.)

Cost
$ 92.00 (inc GST)
Expected delivery Late Term 2 (Do not use BEANZ Exams as a mid-year exams)
Delivery method By “Reply” email (via Google Drive Link). Please ensure the
person who emails in the order is the person to whom the exam
should be delivered.
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BEANZ 2021
Invoice & Order Form
1.

Transfer of funds to BEANZ Account

Organisation

Biology Educators Association of New Zealand (BEANZ)

Bank

ASB Bank

Account no

12 – 3143 – 0168197 – 00

GST

126 – 203 - 624

Email

biologynz@gmail.com

NB: BEANZ is GST Registered

Transfer the total amount to the BEANZ Account.
Add your school name so that we can recognise ‘your’ payment.
Do NOT use initials (eg. ths, wghs, bhs, ccoll).

2.

Email your order to the following email address:
biologynz@gmail.com
Please use your school’s FULL name in the email subject line.
eg. Christchurch High School BEANZ order.

A Google Drive Link with the exams will be emailed to the person who made the order OR the email
address given below (please print the email address clearly, if different from the person making the
order).
This form doubles as an invoice, please fill up the form when you submit your order.
Name of school & address

Ref/Order No
Name of person ordering
Email address
Date of payment
Resources ordered:
Description

Amount

BEANZ Level 3 Biology Practice Exam 2021
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$ 80.00
GST (15%)

$ 12.00

Total & Amount owning

$ 92.00

Facilitator Role
Start date: Jan 2022 (negotiable)
Hours: Full-time or Part-time
Term: Fixed-term, One Year
The Biology Educators Association of New Zealand (BEANZ) is seeking a passionate and
experienced Biology teacher to be our National Biology Facilitator for 2022. In this role, you
would work with the BEANZ executive to support Biology teachers around the country. What
can you bring to the role? We are very interested to consider the expertise of any applicant.
What can you do support Biology teachers in New Zealand? You would play a key role in the
development and delivery of resources and professional development to our network. You
would work remotely (from home), but the position may demand regular travel around the
country. Be a part of this exciting opportunity to shape Biology education in New Zealand. Meet
other passionate Biologists from all around New Zealand and work with them to share expertise
and strengthen our network.
_________________________________________________________________________
Job Description:
Our objective is simple; to further build capacity and sustainability of BEANZ as a subject
association that supports Biology Teachers in New Zealand. We anticipate that the appointed
facilitator will work closely with the BEANZ executive to develop workshops, resources and
professional development for Biology teachers. The role may also involve working together with
other subject associations on shared projects. What can you bring to the role? We are very
interested to consider the expertise of any applicant. What do you have to offer that would be of
support to Biology teachers in New Zealand?
To remove any potential conflict of interest the BEANZ biology facilitator cannot preside on the
BEANZ executive and must disclose any other potential conflict of interest. The facilitator
position would either be funded as teacher release (paid to their school) OR they would be paid
as a self-employed facilitator.
_________________________________________________________________________

Please send your CV (including three referees) and a covering letter
outlining what you could bring to the role to: info@beanz.org.nz
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I’m staring at an evolutionary tree of New Zealand wrens when ‘damn it Travers’
rings out. The infamous Victorian collector Henry Hamersley Travers had just struck
again.
In front of me also are the delicate historical skins of some of these tiny wrens, frozen in
time since the day they were collected. While some are still with us like the pīwauwau rock
wren (Xenicus gilviventris), others are extinct like mātuhituhi bush wren (X. longipes) that
was only driven to extinction by rats a mere ten years before I was born. More so than fossil
bones, these precious skins are hauntingly beautiful in their detail. No need to infer what
they looked like alive.
It’s skins like these, and other historical museum specimens, that offer scientists and
conservationists a unique window into how our unique biodiversity was faring at the time
of European arrival. Having survived the impacts of Polynesian colonisation, some by the
skin of their beak, our biodiversity was about to face a new swathe of threats from further
environmental modification, ruthless predators, and the museum trade.
Some important historical collectors in Aotearoa are household names like Sir Walter
Buller, author of Buller’s Birds of New Zealand. I still remember the thrill of looking through
a copy at Bruce Thomas’s (of Breaksea Island rat eradication fame) house down the road
from my childhood home. Other collectors will be new to most people such as Andreas
Reischek and Henry Hamersley Travers. While the museum trade no doubt contributed to
the extinction of some species such as the huia (Heteralocha acutirostris) and Auckland
Island merganser (Mergus australis), it’s fitting that historical specimens are now providing
the vital who, where, what, wren – biological heritage if you will – that allows for evidencebased ecological restoration and species translocation.
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In geology there’s a saying, “the past is the key to the present” and I would argue, also the
future. In other words, when conserving species, ignore their past at your peril. But what if
that history was wrong?
It all started with a rock wren
In the collections of the British Museum of Natural History lies a rock wren that caught the
attention of New Zealand’s Department of Conservation (DOC). But not just any rock wren.
The label attached to this old skin said “Rimutaka Ranges”, in the lower North Island. The
little bird was collected before the 1930s, though the precise collection date and collector
are unknown. This lack of historical information set the alarm bells ringing.
Either we had the first known historical record of rock wren from the North Island, allowing
DOC to potentially translocate individuals from the South Island, or we had a rock wren
from the South Island with a dodgy label. Another possibility was that this little bird wasn’t
even a rock wren but an imposter, a morphologically similar bush wren masquerading as a
rock wren. Preserved within this precious specimen are fragments of its genetic blueprint,
breadcrumbs that sleuths can use to reconstruct an individuals’ true biological heritage.
What Alex found would illustrate that you can’t take metadata associated with historical
museum specimens at face value. The good news was that this specimen was a rock wren.
The bad news, it wasn’t from the Remutaka’s. Far from it. Rather
it was collected from southern Fiordland. Sorry, no historical
record of a North Island rock wren here folks.
Not only that, but skins from the infamous Henry Travers,
including one sourced from “Nelson” in 1899, and three skins
collected in 1897 from “Otago Province”, had dubious locality
data. The rock wren specimens from Otago were collected in the
northern South Island, while the Nelson skin was from southern
Fiordland. Damn and blast. So was this an isolated incident?
Romanes eunt domus or Romani ite domum
What Alex and I had discovered was just the tip of the iceberg,
the latest in a long line of historical offenses conducted by
Travers and others.

Solve the puzzle: Four shag
skins assigned to three
locations, yet two are wrong.
Image from Rawlence et al.
(2014).

Travers wasn’t just guilty of suspect labelling of rock wren, but
many other birds too. Eight hoiho yellow-eyed
penguins (Megadyptes antipodes) that were collected from
Auckland and Campbell Islands in 1893 or 1894 by Travers
were actually from the South Island of New Zealand. Likely, he
never visited these far-flung islands at the time.

Scientists at Victoria University were conned by him as well. Using
a rare specimen of the extinct Macquarie Island parakeet (Cyanoramphus erythrotis) from
Canterbury Museum, they concluded this species was genetically identical to Reischek’s
parakeet (C. hochstetteri) from the distant Antipodes Island. Turns out Travers never visited
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Macquarie Island but did visit Antipodes Island, and the scientists had sequenced a
Reischek’s parakeet!
Travers, until recently, was also credited with the discovery of the now-extinct
tutukiwi South Island snipe (Coenocorypha iredalei), which was described based on skins
purchased by Travers himself. Turns out only seven of the 24 known specimens have
correct locality data, and that Travers didn’t collect any of them.
It’s not just Travers who is guilty. Remember Sir Walter Buller? Turns out Buller was pretty
dodgy as well (I highly recommend reading The Reluctant Conservationist). Ironic really
that the kid who loved Buller’s Birds of New Zealand ended up catching him in the act.
While sampling blue-eyed shags collected by Buller in Canterbury Museum I noticed some
of these birds were not like the other. A shag collected from Stewart Island was actually
from the Auckland Islands, 400 km to the south. Another specimen, from the Chatham
Islands, was from the Auckland Islands – a whopping 1500 km to the southeast.
Lost in translation or deliberate falsification?
Were all these travesties a result of deliberate fraud or poor record-keeping? It’s very hard
to prove fraud. Competitive behaviour would have been common between rival collectors
like Travers and Buller…just think of the dinosaur bone wars between Cope and Marsh.
Extinct species like the Macquarie Island parakeet would have been worth more than
Reischek’s parakeet. Hoiho from far-flung locales are worth more than their mainland
counterparts that can still be seen today a short drive from my house. Money, money,
money, it’s a rich man’s world.
On the other hand, poor record keeping is a given. None of Buller’s specimens in Te Papa
Tongarewa have locality details on the original labels, and those in the American Museum of
Natural History have multiple labels with different information indicating numerous sales
of the same bird by Buller. He knew how to distinguish blue-eyed shags at the time the skins
in Canterbury Museum were collected, so why did Buller get their identifications so
wrong? Ad hoc labelling, sometimes years after the fact, and hastily prepared sales lists
from memory, combined with a failure to verify species identifications, certainly didn’t help
things.
So, the next time you are in a museum basement trying to work out where our precious
natural taonga were in the past and how that might inform conservation management,
tread carefully, follow the breadcrumbs, and just remember these historical collectors are
not the messiah, they’re just a bunch of very naughty boys.
Dr Nic Rawlence
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